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Bolo indya short video application

Indian users are hungry for more short video applications after TikTok exits. The missile development seen by the likes of Mitron, Chingari, Bolo Indya, Trell and others is a testament to the tremendous commitment this instrument can create and shows how massive TikTok was in India.After the ban, over
200 Mn Indians have begun leaving TikTok in Indian alternatives. This includes the likes of Bolo Indya, InMobi-owned Roposo, 3one4 Chapter-backed Mitron, Chingari, Gaana HotShots, Trell and Moj ShareChat, among others. And we're not even including Instagram that has launched Reels in India to fill
the void. But the key will be local language content and how quickly each of these platforms create this aspect within the app. While many are still creating their content libraries, gurugram-based regional language short-video platform Bolo Indya is preparing to help creators monetize their videos from the
get-go. Unlike other short video apps, which are used to trade content for brands, Bolo Indya, on the other hand, claims to focus on marketing content for services. Varun Saxena, founder and chief executive officer at Bolo Indya, said Inc42 has already brought in many businesses to service providers and
experts on its platform. Thanks to a loyal fan base, Saxena claims that the biggest creators earn close to 25-30K per month, which is a significant income for most Indians. While the short video format remains the same in all apps, it's important to give users what they're already comfortable with and add
value to it, said Saxena, pointing to the buzz around the short video app lately after TikTok and 58 other Chinese apps were banned. Essentially, Bolo Indya is positioned as a service market, which also has short video content used to sell these services and create a commitment for service providers. For
example, there are hundreds of astrologers who create short videos without turning viewers into customers. This is where Bolo Indya comes into the picture, where consumers can take advantage of astrology services within the app itself by interacting with the astrologer and getting more details. Gig
economy is the thing of the past. Today, the whole world is moving towards the economy of passion, and people in Tier 2 and Tier 3 are looking for alternative sources of income where they want to be financially independent, and generate profits using their skills, knowledge and expertise, said Sexena.
Creators can make videos in area of interest, interact with users in Bolo Indya and create a community to provide services, content and more. Currently, we have onboarded popular influencers, content creators and celebrities to provide services. It's a win-win situation for both, where creators can post
high-quality videos, win and scale, and users, on the other hand, learn and evolve. In the U.S., the so-called passion economy or the new creative economy has already seen a huge boost boost the appearance of the internet. In 2017, more than 16.9 million independent, American creators earned a base
of $6.8 billion by posting their music, videos, art, crafts and other works on platforms such as Amazon Publishing, eBay, Etsy and Instagram to earn income and drive the growth of the multibillion-dollar industry. By the time the passion economy hits its wave in India, we'll have already crossed the critical
mass, and we'll have more advantage than any other platform, said Sexena, confidently. Overall, Bolo Indya is betting on the long-term success of the platform, where its users get to discover new things daily and take advantage of services, right from astrology, to learning beatbox, singing, acting,
languages etc. Curating a personalized experience for its users, the company said that most users today come to their platform not only because it is an Indian application, but for its value. Development Story Bolo IndyA Since announcing a ban on Chinese apps last week from the Google Play Store and
Apple App Store, Bolo Indya has gained tremendous traction in the market. Data shared with Inc42 showed that Bolo Indya had about 4.8 Lakh monthly active users, but has now increased by nearly 7x to have 32.3 Lakh monthly users. Similarly, it had 2.9 Lakh active users, but now this has gone up to
an impressive 28.8 Lakh Daily active users. By contrast, in October 2019, Bolo Indya had about 500 daily active users and about 10K monthly active users. Saxena does not make bones for this due to the ban. We've seen a much higher attraction compared to what we saw during the lockdown. It was
very good for us and we respect people's feelings and the decision made by the government. In terms of time spent by users, Bolo Indya has increased to 62 minutes from an average of 39 minutes per day. At the time of writing, in the last 72 hours, Users of Bolo Indya have created almost 2.9 Mn videos,
85% of users who downloaded the app continue to use it and create videos. Since last month, 1.97 Cr videos were created by users, however, in the last three days, users have created close to 42.37 Lakh videos and have consumed 6 Cr hours of video content. Shedding light on the content moderation
aspect, Saxena said if someone uploads any kind of hate and violence videos to Bolo Indya app and try to go viral, the algorithm doesn't go viral, instead it gets blocked from the platform. It's really important to respect each other's beliefs, feelings and feelings, he added, forward, this will also help us
strengthen our multi-platform. In the early days, Saxena and co-founder Tanmai Paul looked to balance disproportionately high English content on social media, particularly in the area of general knowledge. We started interacting with our users to understand what keeps them busy with content more, and
that's where we spotted a love of local language content and short videos, said the co-founder through the services is a direct result of the commitment. In their user tests, the UGC small video category showed a higher daily retention compared to UGC text-based content. That's when we decided to
shelve the case for using Q&amp;As like Quora and started focusing on UGC videos, added Saxena.As in terms of revenue generation, Saxena said earlier revenue came from marketing content for brands. Bolo Indya has shifted its focus to revenue from the video trade, where it earns commissions
through transactions generated by service providers from users. Currently, 10-15% of revenue comes from activation services on the platform, which the company plans to increase to 85% in the coming years, while 10%-15% of revenue will continue to come from brand offerings. In October 2019, Bolo
Indya launched its first round of seeds with the support of angel investors and family businesses from India, Qatar and Dubai. The company plans to raise its A-series round sometime this month. Before the TikTok ban, Bolo Indya was considering 1 Cr monthly active users by December 2020 and 50 lakh
active daily users, based on offers for Diwali. But, now, it looks like Diwali has come early for Bolo Indya.But its competitors are also adding similar features and have seen amazing growth in recent weeks. Mitron averaged 2.5 Lakh videos uploaded per day before the ban. Since then, downloads have
increased to 1 Mn+ every day. The 17 Mn monthly active users represent 40 Mn video views per hour today. So even as Bolo Indya tries hard, it will have to face huge competition from newcomers such as Moj ShareChat, Instagram Reels, Gaana HotSpots, Chingari, Mitron and Zee5's HiPi.Second, in
the video trade, has well-funded rivals like SimSim, BulBul and others. So it's Bolo Indya stretched too thin by focusing on short videos as well as trade – that will be the biggest test for this startup in India's rapidly evolving short video space. FamiliesThis has taken the total increase from the company to
over $500,000 to date. The new chapters will be used to enhance personalization and establishment machinery, develop evangelical language and strengthen the team. BENGALURU: Bolo Indya's short video application raises $300,000 investment from Eagle10 Ventures, India Accelerator Group and
high net worth individuals. This has taken the total increase from the company to over $500,000 to date. The new chapters will be used to enhance personalization and establishment machinery, develop evangelical language and strengthen the team. After India Chinese short video platforrm TikTok in
June, Indian rivals including Bolo Indya, Roposo, Moj, Mitron and Chingari have seen accelerated shots. Bolo Indya currently offers short video creation, consumption and networking knowledge in 12 Indian languages - Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Bengali, Malayalam, Gujarati, Marathi, Odia, Punjabi, Bhojpuri,
Harjanvi and Kanada. We are working to build a use case for local language short video consumption and see ourselves being on at least one smartphone from every Indian household with a non-English user within the next 18 months, said Varun Saxena, Founder, Bolo Indya. Prashant Pansare from
Eagle10 has joined the Board of Directors. Sunil Kamath, a former Sharechat CBO and former Opera SVP, also participated in the tour. Bolo Indya said it currently has over 40 lakh Monthly Active Users throughout Playstore and OEM Appstores. He added that more than 15 lakh videos are being created
on a daily basis in Bolo Indya from June 2020. Bolo Indya allows users to create and consume short videos of a maximum duration of 2 minutes in areas of interest ranging from lifestyle, cooking, entertainment, talent, technology, storytelling, motivation, finance, relationships with sport and more. Users
can interact with content creators, as well as others who share similar interests in the same language. Sign up for ETRise Top MSMEs Ranking Digital Felicitation Ceremony. Visit www.etrise.com/topmsmes www.etrise.com/topmsmes
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